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Solvent Effect on the Enthalpy and Entropy of
Activation for the Hydrolysis of Ethyl Cinnamate in
Mixed Solvent System
A. K. Singh
Department of Chemistry
Teerthanker Mahaveer University, Moradabad, India

Abstract— The rate of alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl cinnamate was
measured over the temperature range of 20o C to 40 o C in wateracetone mixture at different composition 30 to 70% (v/v). The
influence of solvent variation on reaction rate was examined in
term of changes in the activation parameter. Depletion of H*
and S* value with simultaneous increase in G* of the reaction
in reaction media, reveals that the reaction is Enthalpy
domination and Entropy controlled. The Iso- dielectric activation
energy(ED) of reaction was found to decrease from 52.43 to 47.28
which is calculated by plotting log k values against different D.
The Values of Iso-kinetic Temperature which is less than 300,
clearly indicates that there is no appreciable interaction between
solvent and solute present in the reaction media, i.e. reaction is
not ion-dipole but ion-molecule type.
Keywords- Activation Parameter; solvent-solute interaction;
Iso-kinetic temperature; specific salvation; Iso Dielectric Activation
Energy.

I.

II.

The kinetics of base catalyzed hydrolysis of ethyl
cinnamate has been carried out volumetric in water-acetone
medium having different concentration of solvent (acetone),
varying from 30 to 70% (v/v) at five different temperature
ranging from 20o C to 40 o C at regular interval of 5o C. The
specific rate constant calculated using second order reaction
was found decrease with increase of acetone content, The iso
dielectric Activation energy(ED) is also calculated with help of
slope of logkD against 103/T(Tab-I) at constant D and
tabulated in Table-II. The iso kinetic temperature was
calculated with help of Barclay and Butler relation which
come less than300.
The evaluated thermodynamic activation parameter has
been tabulated in Table-III.
III.

INTRODUCTION

Solvent play an important role in determining chemical
reactivity. In particular, the rate of an elementary chemical
reaction may change by orders of magnitude when solvent is
changed. Kinetic solvent effect on chemical reaction in
different media is correlated in terms of “solvent polarity”
which is sums of all the specific and non-specific interaction
of the media with initial and transition state”. A large effort
has been directed towards understanding such solvent effect
and a great deal of progress has been made recently [1-3] both
theoretically and experimentally. However, the interpretation
of kinetic result on the solvent polarity on medium some time
fails and sometime succeeds.
In this note we have extended our studies on kinetic solvent
on well-known base catalyzed hydrolysis of Ethyl cinnamete
which is important for use of adding to cigarettes and cut
tobacco that are used for flavor agent and fragrance agent.
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EXPERIMENT

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Solvent Effect on Rate of Reaction
In order to discuss the variation of specific rate constant
values with gradual addition of dipolar aprotic organic solvent
(acetone) in reaction media, the value logk is calculated using
second order kinetic. The decrease observed in specific rate
constant, with increasing concentration of organic solvent is
probably due to depletion of Dielectric constant of media or
decreasing polarity of medium as changing from polar water
to less polar water-acetone medium. Singh A K [4].
B. Solvent Effect on the Iso- Dielectric Activation Energy of
Activation
From the slope of Arrhenius plot (obtain from interpolation
of logkD value against 103 /T at constant D (Tab-I) of reaction
media. The value of Iso dielectric activation energy of reaction
have been evaluated and represented in Tab-II. ( Fig.1 ). It is
obvious that ED value goes on decreasing from 52.43 to47.28
KJ/mole with increasing in D value of water –Acetone media,
is similar trend to recent finding of Singh R T et al. [5].
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Table - I
3 + LogkD Value against 103/T, Water- Acetone System

Table - II
Values of Iso-Dielectric Activation Energy (water-Acetone media)

The report of Yagil and Anbar[8] indicate that OHˉ ion of
NaOH is hydrated with three molecules of water. In mixed
aquo-organic co-solvent mixture, the organic component
molecules are expected to contribute to the process of
desolvation as they may be regarded as poor anion solvater in
comparison to water. A similar variation in G* values with
increasing mole % of organic co solvent has been reported by
Tommila [9] and Cleave [10] and recently Singh A K[11]
The variation of G* with mole% in the solvent are
nonlinear and increase smoothly with gradual addition of the
solvent (Fig. 2 ). This finding is indicative of salvation or
desolation of reactant as explained by Absolute Reaction rate
theory and supported by Elsemongy [12] and Singh A K. [13]
From data mention in the table III, the interesting feature
comes in the light is that out of all the value of three
thermodynamic parameter H*, G*, and S*, the value of
H* and S* goes on decreasing with simultaneous increase in
G* values with increasing proportion of acetone at all the
temperature of the reaction, i.e. from 20o C to 400 C. From the
fundamental thermodynamic equation
G* = H* – TS*
it may be inferred that the enhancement in the value of G*
with simultaneous depletion in H* and S* value is only
possible when the quantitative depletion in the value of S* is
less than that found in the values of H* and from this fact, it
is concluded that base catalyzed hydrolysis of Ethyl
Cinnamate in water-acetone media is Enthalpy dominating and
Entropy controlled. In another word, it may also be inferred
that in presence of acetone in the reaction media activate the
Enthalpy and control over the Entropy of the reaction.
The change found in the value of three thermodynamic
Activation parameter also support the fact that initial state of
the reaction is desolvated and the transition state is solvated in
the similar ways as recently reported by Singh A K, [14]
To explain the solvent effect on the thermodynamic
parameters these three values namely G*, H* and S* were
plotted against mole% of acetone in reaction shown in Fig- 2
3and 4 respectively. The nonlinear variation in H* and S*
give information specific salvation taking place in wateracetone as reported by Saviil et al. [15]

Figure 1. Variation of 3+LogkD with 103/T

C. Solvent Effect and Thermodynamic activation parameters
The thermodynamics Activation parameter such as Enthalpy
of Activation (H*), Entropy of Activation (S*) and free
energy of Activation (G*), are better indicator of the solvent
effect exerted by the solvent on the solvolysis reaction. These
thermodynamics Activation parameter has been calculated
with help of Wyne-Jones Eyring[6] equation and absolute rate
theory[7] and placed in Tab-III.
On careful observation of the data Tabulated in table III
(water-acetone) G* value in case of water-acetone increases
from 92.09 to 94.26 KJ/mole with change of proportion of
solvents from 20% to 70% at 20o C. Though the enhancement
is not large, however it is quite considerable.
Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
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Table-III

Thermodynamics Activation Parameters of the Reaction in Water- Acetone
Media ( ∆H *and ∆G* in KJ/Mole, ∆S*in J/K/Mole)

D. Evaluation of Iso-kinetic Temperature and Solvent-Solute
Interaction
In the light of Barclay and Butler [15] relationship between
Enthalpy and Entropy of Activation, which is as follows
δm (H*) = βδm(S*)
It is straight line equation representing the relationship
between Enthalpy and Entropy of Activation. β is the Isokinetic temperature.
From the data available in the table IV the plot of H* and
S* in the solvent system in Fig. 5 and from the slope of
straight line, the value of Iso-kinetic temperature was
calculated to be 244 (water-acetone) and which is less than
300.
From the value of Iso-kinetic temperature which is much
less than 300, it is concluded that there is slow change in the
structure of the reactant or in the solvent or in due to weak
interaction between solvent and solute present in the reaction
media in similar way as reported by Lefler[16] Our this
conclusion has been recently supported by Singh A. K.[18].

Figure 2. Variation of G* with mole %

Figure 5. Variation of * with S*+200 at 30oC

IV.
Figure 3. Variation of * with mole %

Figure 4. Variation of S*+200 with mole%

Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-5-9

CONCLUSION

The result of this work indicate that the rate of hydrolysis of
Ethyl cinnamate decreasing trend at all temp witch appear that
transition state is more desolveted than initial state. The
enhancement in the value of and G* with simultaneous
depletion in H* ∆S* for the hydrolysis ethyl inanimate in
water- acetone is enthalpy dominating and Enthalpy control.
The linear plots obtained by plotting logk as function of D
represent the different electrostatic interaction for the iondipole as well as dipole - dipole reaction. The much less value
(>300) of iso kinetic temps indicate weak interaction between
solvent and solute.
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Experimental Characterization Strategies of NonLinearity Measurement Exhibitions for The
Wideband LNA in IEEE L and S Bands
Pramod K B Rangaiah

Kumaraswamy H V

PhD student of JAIN University, Electronics Engineering
MCT’s RGIT, EXTC Dept, Mumbai
Bangalore, India

Dean CAT, RVCE
Telecommunication Dept
Bangalore, India

Abstract—In this paper, the test portrayal strategies of nonlinear
measurements of wideband LNA exhibitions are simulated.
Likewise, significance of the nonlinear estimations has been
portrayed unmistakably with microwave LNA operating large
signal analysis had been assessed. This work is endeavored to
demonstrate the performances of the LNA with AM-AM, AMPM measurements in points of interest and differentiating from
the linear measurement regime. The most of the important
aspects of LNA will be in linear measurements and furthermore
to quantify nonlinear measurements accurately harmonic
balance simulator is used. The harmonics up to order 3 and
power characteristics are altogether shown with power swept
variable. A simulation setup is made to measure the
characteristics of LNA by using spectrum rectangular display
type with power harmonic components. At last, author designed
wideband LNA from the bandwidth 1 GHz to 5 GHz and
elaborates how nonlinear measurements changed the way of LNA
design to validate and development in microwave frequencies.
Keywords- wideband
microwave and harmonics.

LNA;

Nonlinear

measurements;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Microwave amplifiers are fundamental empowering parts
for wireless communication systems, broadband, wideband
satellite and radars applications. Propelled estimation methods
that give precise data on crucial parts of the amplifier dynamics
and noise are significant to enhance achievement in the plan
and manufacture of present day mobile handsets [1-3].
Microwave amplifiers add noise to the coveted signal
delivering corruption of affectability, determination and signal
quality in wireless systems. NF is usually decided without the
carrier, yet it can likewise be acquired from AM or PM noise
spectra and, along these lines, as an element of carrier level [46].
The Calculations of intermodulation (IM) noise and input
power to output power transfer attributes for various distinctive
Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-5-9

nonlinear amplifiers are observed to be in great concurrence
with estimations. The calculations are depending on the
deliberate AM/AM and AM/PM attributes, and incorporate
aftereffects of a simulation in the EDA tools like AWR, and
diagnostic results in light of displaying the amplifier as a
perfect envelope limiter [7].
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND COLLECTED DATA
This area depicts about most recent related work done by
the analyst on nonlinear measurements, V. Bridier et al.,[8]
portrayed of radar power amplifier driven by non-periodic
pulsed signal was proposed. The mixer based NVNA can
gauge the basic and two harmonics at the same time while
utilizing non-periodic radar pulse train prepare permitting
measuring time domain waveforms and pulse to pulse
measurement within actual radar conditions. The estimation is
connected on a S-band 5W GaN on silicon HEMT. Later, [9]
measure a non-periodic monotonous radar pulse train as a
prepare as an intermittent one was performed. At that point,
surprisingly a 20 GHz six port mixers based NVNA ready to
gauge three unique frequencies in the meantime is outlined and
approved. This instrument permitted us to defeat the
imprecision brought about by the successive estimations of the
distinctive tones that emerge when the gadget under test show
highly unstable pulse to pulse behavior conduct which is
regular in radar working conditions. It was conceivable to get
the nonlinear conduct of a gadget inside a genuinely nonperiodic predefined pulse train. B. Brown [10], depicted a RF
network analyzer, the HP 8753B, which can make nonlinear
estimations of amplifiers and mixers. The estimations to be
talked about are cleared swept-frequency harmonic distortion,
gain compression with power metal calibration, and sweptfrequency conversion loss of a mixer. Moreover, the piece
graph of the system analyzer will be inspected with a specific
end goal to clarify how these estimations are made. Pramod K
B et.al, [11] displayed an examination, setup, outline to
quantify nonlinear attributes of LNA besides examination,
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evaluate those estimations in the AWR microwave office Tool.
An extensive bit of the basic parts of LNA will be in linear
measurements and which is composed, designed and simulated
for the ultra-wideband LNA from 3-10GHz.
III.

THE PROPOSED DESIGN

connected in series side by side. The cascaded 2 stage amplifier
will be done by using 2 ―Total Ckt‖ with intermediate
matching by using capacitor ―ID S3‖, ―MLIN‖ and
―MTRACE2‖ which is shown in figure 1 . LNA parameters are
mainly depend on S parameters which varies with respect to
frequency. Also Гin depends on Zin and ГL, ГL depends on ZL
and ГIN . Zin and ZL will be different for different biasing
components. Effects of biasing components is also frequency
dependent.

Figure 1. The proposed LNA design Schematic in block form

The above figure 1 is the entire schematic diagram of the
proposed design of the wideband LNA. It has obviously
indicated schematic comprises of the sub block which is having
name (net) from left side to be specific "Input Matching Stubs‖,
―Total Ckt‖, MLIN, Capacitor and MTRACE2, ―Total Ckt‖
and ―Output Matching Stubs‖. Every last square will be
examined obviously one by one with schematic and designs.
The reason, limit and capacity of every sub-square will be
examined and analyzed in detail advance.

Figure 3. The small signal model of a pHEMT

Cgs and Cgd depends on the biasing voltage because the
depletion region changes with the bias .

Figure 4. The small signal model of a pHEMT at zero drain bias and gate
voltage below pinch-off

The three capacitances Cg, Cs and Cd are given by triangle-star
transformation as given below
Cg = Cgs + Cgd + [(Cgs* Cgd)/ Cds]

(1)

Cs = Cgs + Cds + [(Cgs* Cds)/ Cgd]

(2)

Cd = Cds + Cgd + [(Cgd* Cds)/ Cgs]

(3)

Input port and output port impedances can be expressed using
Z11 = Rg +Rs + j * [ꙍ( Lg + Ls) – (1/ ꙍ) { ( 1/Cg )+ (1/Cs)}] (4)
Z22 = Rd +Rs + j * [ꙍ( Ld + Ls) – (1/ ꙍ) { ( 1/Cd )+ (1/Cs)}] (5)
Figure 2. Shows the Sub Block ―Total Ckt‖ of the complete schematic in
detail

The above figure 2 is the sub block of the main circuit
schematic figure 1. In order to make cascaded LNA is it good
practices by the designer to make first single stage LNA circuit
and then followed by that same circuit will be duplicated and
Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-5-9

Input reflection coefficient and output reflection coefficient
Γin = ( Zin – Z0 )/( Zin + Z0 )

(6)

ΓL = ( ZL – Z0 )/( ZL + Z0 )

(7)

Equivalent input and output impedances can be expressed
in terms of two port Z parameters.
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Zin = Z11 – [(Z12* Z21)/( ZL + Z22 )]

(8)

ZL = Z22 – [(Z12* Z21)/( ZG + Z11 )]

(9)

systems, this setup is constrained in light of the fact that the
preparatory adjustment decides the nature of the results [1516].

On the premise of the above arrangement numerical
conditions unmistakably reliance of Γin and ΓL furthermore
Zin and ZL on Cg, Cs and Cd which changes because of
progress in biasing conditions.
For the effective outcome, even after fabrication
implementations this proposed configuration will be conveyed
into two unique forms of the micro strip lines structure.

A. AM to AM
In the figure 7 shows the measurement of AM to AM with
swept power from -30dBm to 30dBm for the proposed design
LNA with the specified options. This result shows a sample
AM to AM output data file of a 2-port circuit proposed LNA,
where Port 1 is the input port and Port 2 is the output port. The
input port is exited with variable power supply from -30dBm to
30dBm over all frequency swept.

Figure 5. Shows the 2D layout of the complete proposed LNA design

This above figure 5 shows the complete 2D layout and
figure 6 shows 3D layout. This is the layout of proposed
changes in input matching stubs and output matching stubs for
the complete circuit which has displayed in figure 1. To avoid
the parasitic fringing effects the metal outer shape has been
provided and series vias are provided to remove or unnecessary
charges will be grounded immediately

Figure 7. AM to AM response with swept power (-10dBm t0 30dBm)
measurements from simulations.

B. AM to PM measurements
In the above figure 8 demonstrates the estimation of AM to
PM with cleared power from - 30dBm to 30dBm for the
proposed design LNA with the predetermined choices. When
Output Data Type is PM, the estimation composes the AM to
PM change of the circuit, registering the stage point of the
output voltage as a component of power in. where Port 1 is the
input port and Port 2 is the output port. The input port is left
with variable power supply from - 10dBm to 15dBm over all
frequency sweep.

Figure 6. Shows the 3D layout of the complete proposed LNA design

IV. NON-LINEAR MEASUREMENTS
This segment depicts the obtained quantities and the normal
estimation approaches. Despite the fact that the non-linear
measurements that much fundamental for the LNA in this
research proposed design measured to have better clarity [1214]. The ﬁrst strategy measures all amounts identified with
power (scalar quantities) with huge band power meters and the
majority of the other vector quantities (reﬂection coefﬁcients)
with a formerly adjusted VNA. As in all open loop control
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Figure 8. AM to PM response with swept power (-10dBm 10 15dBm)
measurements from simulations.
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C. Harmonics
Harmonics are a numerical method for portraying
mutilation to a voltage waveform. The term harmonic alludes
to a segment of a waveform that happens at a number different
of the essential fundamental frequency.

D. Power charactereistcis
The collective figures 11 to 13 displays the power
characteristics of the design LNA.

Figure 11. Shows the output power components for the power swept
throughout the frequency band

Figure 9. Shows the up to 3rd order harmonics for 3 frequency components
1, 3 and 5GHz.

The above figure 9 shows the harmonics responses of the
proposed LNA design for up to 3rd order for the three
fundamental frequencies 1, 3 and 5GHz and for the input
power is 10dBm. The output of fundamental components is
around 48, 33 dBm but harmonics is -370dBm. Which
concludes that harmonics can be easily filtered out.

Figure 12. Shows the power gain of the proposed LNA

Figure 10. Shows the up to 3rd order harmonics for the frequency components
3GHz

The above figure 10 demonstrates the harmonics responses
of the proposed LNA design for up to 3rd order for the
fundamental frequency 3GHz and for the input power is
10dBm. The output of fundamental components is around 33
dBm but harmonics is -370dBm. Which presumes that
harmonics will be effortlessly filtered out by using buffer filter
banks.
Figure 13. Shows power characteristics linearity test
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V. LINEAR MEASUREMENTS
The section includes the linear measurements of the
proposed LNA design

Figure 17. Shows Return loss at both Input and Output Port of the proposed
LNA design

Figure 14. Shows Stability factors: Rollet Factor K and B1 of the proposed
LNA design

In the above figure 16 demonstrates the transducer gain
(S21) which is having preferred esteem having more over 20dB
up to 4GHz however it is differing from 20dB to 38dB. In the
region of the interest between 2-4GHz it is having average of
23dB. Same lines figure 17 shows the very good return loss
(S11 and S22) is less than -12dB between 2-4GHz.
VI.

Figure 15. Shows Noise Figure characteristics of the proposed LNA design

The above demonstrated figure 14 shows the stability
factors which incorporates Rollet Factors K should greater than
1 and B1 auxiliary factors greater than 0 which is prevailing
through the band 1-5GHz. In the figure 15 which is plotted the
Noise Figure measurements which is less than 2dB up to 4GHz

CONCLUSION

This work concludes that, with linear S-parameters
measurements the nonlinear measurements likewise as critical
part in the estimations of the LNA. In this proposed work, the
attempt has made to address nonlinear and linear measurements
to the wide band LNA with the assistance of rectangular
display sort with basic estimations like linear measurements
Gain, NF, RL and stability. The nonlinear measurements like
AM-AM, AM-PM, Power spectrum, Power Gain and
harmonics are simulated. The work gave the required
information about LNA configuration by using different
improvement estimation strategies and key qualities. Finally,
author expounds and clarifies the linear, nonlinear estimations
request of LNA design to acknowledge and work at microwave
frequencies.
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Abstract— In this paper, we use the clustering technique to
monitor the status of students’ scholastic recital. This paper
spotlights on upliftment the education system via K-means
clustering. Clustering is the process of grouping the similar
objects. Commonly in the academic, the performances of the
students are grouped by their Graded Point (GP). We adopted Kmeans algorithm and implemented it on students’ mark data.
This system is a promising index to screen the development of
students and categorize the students by their academic
performance. From the categories, we train the students based on
their GP. It was implemented in MATLAB and obtained the
clusters of students exactly.
Keywords- student’s performance; k-means clustering; Blended
Learning; gifted students.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Now a day we are in age that is referred to an information
age. In this age, we admit that information leads to power and
success. This information age there is a vast amount of data
available. It is necessary to extract useful information to
analyze these large volumes of data. Determine hidden patterns
from huge sets of data sources, is known as knowledge
discovery and data mining (KDD). Data mining is quicker and
easier, with good tools. Data mining was urbanized demerit
depending on a statistician and to assist business people to form
useful discoveries from data independently. Data mining
(KDD) process are to understand the application domain and
Identify data sources and select target data.
Data Mining (DM) applying in education is an emerging
interdisciplinary research field referred to as “EDM”
educational data mining, anxious with developing, researching,
and implement computerized methods to detect the unique
types of data from enormous volume that discover from
educational environments. Its aim is to well recognize how
students learn and understand the framework in which they
learn to gain acumens for increase educational results. For
solving the scholastic environments massive amount of
potential data disputes, the traditional DM techniques cannot be
applied directly to these types of data and problems. Some
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specific DM methods and the knowledge discovery process
have to be adapted.
Clustering is applied to position elements of a database into
specific groups according to some attributes. Data Clustering is
technique to analyze the unsupervised statistical data. It is used
to categorize the similar data into a uniform group. It is used to
work on a large data-set to determine hidden pattern and
association that helps to make decision rapidly and proficiently
[1]. In a statement, Cluster analysis is used to segment a big set
of data into subsets named clusters. Each cluster is a group of
data objects that are related to one another are positioned
within the same cluster but are different to objects in other
clusters. In order to exercise clustering, we referred to one of
the most frequently used algorithm that is the K-Means.
With the huge burst of internet the infusion of webcentered technologies into the learning and teaching process is
obvious and resulted in the trend towards E-learning.
Functionality of E-learning can be used as sustenance in the
process of learning- teaching as it is a substantial tool for fast
conveyance, improved communication, and assistance of both
instruction and learning methods[2]. The useful information
generated by the educational data mining can be better utilized
when the learning process becomes computerised, to enhance
the learning model for academic purposes. The incorporation of
educational Data Mining techniques into E-learning
environment have been produced successful results as
demonstrated in several studies. The application of data mining
techniques and concepts in E-learning systems helps to support
educators to improve the E-learning environment. Most of the
higher level education sectors have adopted online learning to
support the students, and fulfill their demands for a flexible and
expedient way to support them in their learning keeping the
quality at same level.
University of Hail the chosen entity for this study is
currently using Blackboard, as their Learning Management
System (LMS).A Learning Management System (LMS) is an
online portal that connects lecturers and students and to
promote group-based collective learning and teaching.
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In this paper an unsupervised data mining technique,
clustering has been used for finding clusters of students with
similar level of grades achievement. The successful analysis of
mining results will enable teachers, students and the course
content designers to improve in their respective circle of action
and to better allocate resources and organize the learning
process in order to improve the learning experience.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows next section II
discusses the review of related literature. Section III elaborates
about the K-Means algorithm and clustering the students,
Section IV presents data source, Section V describes
experimental analysis performed with dataset and proposal is
presented in next. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and
hopeful tracks of future enhancements.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many data mining techniques widely adopted by
many authors in their research blending with e-learning. In [3],
studies on how Data mining methods can advance learning
potentials in e-learning atmosphere effectively. The technique
used in this paper based on data clustering which is
recommended to be enhancing collaborative learning and to
contribute incremental student judgment. The same clustering
technique has been utilizes to group similar course material
which can assist the e-learners to easily find and classify
distributed courseware assets. To cluster related learning
materials, an aspect of clustering tool used in the
implementation of the Bisection K-Means algorithm.
In [4], data clustering technique was proposed for student
judgment and stimulate group-based cooperative learning. The
research offer many possible solutions for the problems faced
in distance learning by the use of Web Mining techniques.
Many areas of data mining provide aids to improve e-learning
as an excellence education technique. Using Classification
Models of data mining student progress, teachers‟ performance
and student behavior can be predicted. By using clustering
method a model can be built to improve learning process.
The system [5] used Weka system that has many clustering
algorithms. The specific algorithm used in [5] is one of the
simplest and most popular algorithms that are K-Means. KMeans clustering has been used to group the students who are
taking some specific courses by building the clusters depending
on the activities that they have performed on Moodle, during
the whole course length and the final grades. The K-Means
algorithm executed with a value of 3 to the number of clusters.
The said system provides information about the cluster
centroids of each cluster, the number and percentage of
instances in each cluster[6]. The main aim behind this study
was to divide the students into similar capabilities groups and
hence apply on them appropriate teaching methods and
techniques.
The study of system [7] revealed that the authors utilized
data mining technique to discover knowledge. All the available
data was collected that is also include the frequency of Moodle
e-learning facility. Mainly they discovered implication rules
and used lift metric to sort the rules afterwards these rules were
Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
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visualized by the concerned teams. The rules of classification
were discovered using decision tree. The writers adopt EMclustering to group the students. Outlier analysis has been
utilized to identify all outliers in the data. To improve the
performance of students, all of this knowledge can be used.
In [8] the very obvious property of clustering, which is a
core task of data mining has been took in to consideration that
is finding the groups of objects. These objects from the same
cluster have similar properties as compare to the objects from
other clusters.
III. K-MEANS CLUSTERING
K-means algorithm is functional for undirected information
findings and is relatively simple. K-means has set up wide
spread usage in lot of fields. It accepts the number of clusters, k
to group data into, and the dataset to cluster as input values.
Then it creates the first K initial clusters (K= number of
clusters needed) from the dataset by choosing K rows of data
randomly from the dataset. K is positive integer number. The
grouping is done by minimizing the sum of distances between
data and the corresponding cluster centroid. Thus, the purpose
of K-mean clustering is to classify the data.
A.

K-Means Clustering Algorithm
In this section, the steps of K-Means algorithm are
explicated here.
The K means algorithm will do the three steps below until
convergence
Iterate until stable (= no object move group):
1. Determine the centroid coordinate
2. Determine the distance of each object to the centroids
3. Group the object based on minimum distance (find the
closest centroid)
K-Means works very well, if variables are huge, then KMeans computationally faster than hierarchical clustering, if K
is small and K-Means produce tighter clusters than hierarchical
clustering, especially if the clusters are globular[9]. But, on the
other hand, difficult to predict K-Value, with global cluster, it
didn't work well, Different initial partitions can result in
different final clusters, and it does not work well with clusters
(in the original data) of Different size and Different density.
For analyze the student performance, we use the GPA as
measurement in 9 different aspects which is explicitly shown in
Table 1. In this work, the value of K is sticking to 9 and we
receive the maximum of 9 clusters as the output also the
centroid is predefined as shown in Table 1. From the 5 clusters,
faculties can identify the slow learners, poor concentrated
students and train them in a proper way by the remedial plans
and actions.
B.
Measurement of final grade
The students‟ final grades, submitted to the University
Registration Department by each course instructor, were
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supplied to us by the Registration Department. In the actual
data analysis, the final grades were categorized into nine
groups as shown in Table-1.
TABLE I.
GPA

CONVERSION MARKS TO GRADE

4.00

Grade
Code
A+

3.75

Grade

Percentage

Centroid

EXCEPTIONAL

95-100

97.5

A

EXCELLENT

90-94

92

3.50
3.00
2.50

B+
B
C+

85-89
80-84
75-79

87
82
77

2.00

C

SUPERIOR
VERY GOOD
ABOVE
AVERAGE
GOOD

70-74

72

1.50

D+

HIGH PASS

65-69

67

1.00

D

PASS

60-64

62

0.00

F

FAIL

< 60

29.5

Figure 3. Screen shot for clustering the student’s dataset

IV. DATA SOURCE
The data source used for this study is dataset of students in
Department of Information and Computer Science, College of
Computer Science and Software Engineering has been
considered for clustering. A total of 20 records with 4 attributes
were used for clustering. Figure 1 lists the attributes.

Figure 1. Attributes of student dataset

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Experiments are conducted with MATLAB. Data sets of 20
records with 4 attributes are used. To enhance the prediction of
students „performance, K- means clustering is incorporated
with faculties. Experimental analysis of K-means is exhibited
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Observations show evidences of that
the K-means clustering technique outperforms for clustering.

Graded Point Average (GPA) is a universally applied
marker of academic performance. So, GPA still remains the
most common factor used by the academic planners to evaluate
progression in an academic environment. The main purpose of
clustering is to divide the students into similar kind of groups
according to their distinctiveness and capabilities (Kifaya,
2009). This work can facilitate both instructor and student to
improve the education excellence. This study makes use of
cluster analysis to divide students into groups according to their
GPA. It is used to classify the same data into a homogeneous
group. Cluster analysis is used to segment a large set of data
into subsets called clusters[10]. Each cluster is a collection of
data objects that are similar to one another are placed within
the same cluster but are dissimilar to objects in other clusters.
Output yields 9 clusters of students who are Exceptional,
Excellent, Superior, Very Good, Above Average, Good, High
Pass, Pass and Fail. In this study, we termed the students who
are in exceptional group and Fail as Gifted students and Dunce
students interchangeably.
VI. PROPOSAL
Through e-learning, these two group will be monitored via
Blackboard and to sound more advanced, encourage them to
present research papers, make a conscious effort to enhance
their knowledge for gifted students and give remedy for the
dunced students through Differentiated Instruction,
Scaffolding, Graphic Organization, Mnemonics, Multisensory
Instruction. It can be applied for CCSE (College of Computer
Science and Software Engineering) in university of Hail in
future. The system flow architecture is given in Fig-4.

Figure 2. Screen shot for loading the student's dataset
Figure 4. System Flow Architecture
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VII. CONCLUSION
We attach this idea to obtain higher accuracy to predict the
students‟ performance by K-means algorithm which provides
the best result in 3 (maximum of 9) clusters, because there is no
student belongs the remaining clusters. It would be a promising
technique for predicting the students in present scenario. This
exploration gives a hand in the complexity of identify the
students.
In the future, this work can be expanded by to predict the
students who are almost likely to drop out the course early and
also to group the students into specific categories that can be
targeted with personalized interventions if it is predicted that
drop out is imminent.
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Abstract - In this communication era, wireless sensor network
places a vital role. Wireless sensor network comprises of various
types of sensor networks. Deployment of sensor nodes in wireless
sensor network is a major concern to optimal result. There are
various techniques in deploying the wireless sensor node. Among
those some of the methods are, randomized method of
deployment, grid based deployment, contour based deployment
and projection based deployment. In this paper we are
comparing all above methods and we show that projection based
method out performs the rest of all othermethods.
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Figure 1.1 Sensor Node

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network is a collection of various wireless
sensor nodes for sensing and transcieving operation. The basic
unit of wireless sensor network is wireless sensor node. The
wireless sensor node comprises power unit, processor,
transceiver, analog to digital converter and sensors as shown in
Figure 1.1. The process of arranging wireless sensor nodes in a
wireless sensor network in appropriate manner is called sensor
deployment [14].

Deploying the sensors nodes is a facet of conceptual energy
utilization in wireless sensor network. It is necessary to
optimize energy consumption in various ways. The range of
communication of different sensor nodes depends on its own
application. We have various deployment methods such as
random deployment method, grid deployment method, contour
based deployment method and projection based deployment
method.

The message transmitting and receiving by a wireless
sensor node in a wireless sensor network consumes energy,
which is a major factor for determining the performance of
sensor network. Wireless sensor network batteries are
exhaustible. Less complexity and a better manageability is also
one of the major concerns in deployment of wireless sensor
node.

Wireless sensor networks work with two methods, inter
cluster and intracluster. Wireless sensor network having
various applications namely weather forecasting, military
applications, law enforcement and security application, location
based identification, environmental sensing and monitoring.
The paper is organized as follows section two explains the
literature survey, section three explains the comparative results
on various deployment methods and at last in section four
draws the conclusion of our research work.
II.

RELATEDWORK

In wireless sensor network deployment of wireless nodes is
major concern to ensure the entire region of target area with
minimum sensor nodes. The Figure 2.1 shows the random
deployment of sensor nodes. The conventional method of
deploying the sensor nodes in a sensor network is randomized.
In general, a uniform random deployment is assumed to be
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easy as well as cost effective. In this methodology the nodes
are placed in such a way that nodes are deployed randomly in a
target area in irrespective of the range of communication [1]
[6]. The major pitfall of this technique is that the range of
communication of sensor node will overlap with the range of
communication of other sensor node. In this method due to its
randomness we cannot say that the exact number of sensors
present in a particular region. Here by which the energy
consumed by the sensor node is comparatively high. As the
nodes are deployed randomly this may or may not cover the
complete target area, due to its randomness [13].

Figure 2.2 Grid based sensor node deployment technique.

Figure 2.1 Random deployments of sensor nodes in a given area

An efficient method of deployment has been proposed to
overcome the drawback of random deployment called grid
based deployment [7]. In this method the target area is
completely divided into horizontal rows and vertical columns.
Such intersection of a row and a column is called grid. This
methodology is also called as precise methodology.
In this method the deployment of sensor node grid depends
on the grid size and the range of the communication of sensor
nodes. Here the numbers of sensors are fixed for 1 square [13].
So it is easy to calculate total number of sensors present in the
network. Here the maximum utilization of sensing in each grid
results to the efficient performance of the sensor network is
comparatively done. The major applications of sensor network
are weather forecasting, detecting extent animals at the forest,
in battlefield and in agriculture field [9]. Where we may not
expect the target area to be in a square shape as depicted in
Figure 2.2. Hence this methodology is also called as square
methodology [2]. Grid methodology cannot be applied for
irregular shape of the area [8]. Also the main drawback of grid
scan is that the grid size is hard to decide. Too large a size will
result in poor accuracy and too small a size will result high
computation cost due to large number of grids.
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A new approach has been developed to overcome the
drawback of grid methodology called contour methodology. In
this methodology the sensor nodes are arranged sequentially
without any overlapping range of communication [4]. This
deployment method can be applied to any shape of the
(irregular) target area [6]. The sensor nodes are placed in a
circular shape. Therefore, it founds difficult to place the sensor
nodes at the border of the target area. The disadvantage of this
methodology is if we try to deploy the sensor nodes on the
border, an uncovered area will be created which is called as a
hole, by which extra sensors required to cover the holes it leads
to overlapping of sensor nodes‟ range of communication as
shown in Figure 2.3. It also requires maximum number of
nodes but actually not required in that border. Hence this
deployment method consumes more energy and also expensive
[3][10].

Figure 2.3 Coverage hole that is undetected by Contour based method

An efficient method of deployment has been proposed to
overcome the drawback of previous methodologies called
projection based methodology [4]. This method shows an
improved performance over the contour based method. In this
technique the covering of entire plane which do not overlap nor
leave any gaps. It allows full coverage of area [5]. So we get
good quality of information, and there is no chance of loss of
information. This method can be applied for any irregular
shapes to ensure the full target area with minimum number of
sensor nodes. The range of communication of sensor node is
not fixed [12]. In this methodology the sensor nodes are
www.ijeacs.com
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arranged in a hexagonal shape as depicted in the below
Figure2.4. Deployment at the border in projection based and is
shown in the below Figure 2.5. The range of communication
without overlapping of every node is and node to node distance
is r√3 where „r‟ is the radius of the range of communication
[4] [8].
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Random

Contour Projection

Number of SensorNodes
Figure 3.1 Number of sensor nodes in Regular Area

Figure 2.4 Hexagon Deployment of sensor nodes
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0
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Grid
Contour Projection
Number of SensorNodes

Figure 3.2 Number of sensor nodes in Irregular area
Figure 2.5 Deployment at the border in projection based

III. COMPARATIVE RESULTANALYSIS
In this section we conduct a performance evaluation of 4
deployment strategies. The primary factors for all experiments
are: The number of nodes, sensing range and energy
consumption. We had simulated all the deployment models as
we had discussed in the above section using an event driven
simulator NS-2(Network Simulator-2). We had compared and
analyzed the four different deployment methods considering
the energy utilization, number of required sensor nodes for
coverage and connectivity of sensor network [5] [11].

In the above Figure 3.1 the random deployment and contour
method utilizes the maximum number of sensor nodes compare
to grid deployment and projection based method in regular
shape. As grid topology cannot be applied for irregular shape.
We compared rest of the three deployment methods for
irregular shape in the below depicted Figure 3.2.
A. Energy Utilization
The consumption of energy is major concern in Wireless
sensor network. A sensor node is composed of sensing unit, a
processing unit, a transceiver unit and a power unit. The main
consumer of energy is transceiver unit and processing unit. The
processing unit requires energy to aggregate data, computer
routing and maintain security etc.… As projection based
method consumes less energy compared to other deployment
methods. The energy utilization graph depicts as below
Figure3.3.
By this comparative analysis the projection based
methodology gives an efficient result compared to other three
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discussed methods. And it is also not expensive. Result
projection based method outperforms differently.
600
500
400
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100

transmission is also done very efficiently in projection based
methods. In our further research work, we intended to work on
various network parameters for comparing the deployment
techniques by considering with and without obstacles and also
aim to develop and implement a new more efficient universally
acceptable deployment method for wireless sensor network.
Deployment methods. This method is not so expensive to build
and gives optimum results. The sensing and message
transmission is also done very efficiently in projection based
methods. In our further research work, we intended to work on
various network parameters for comparing the deployment
techniques by considering with and without obstacles and also
aim to develop and implement a new more efficient universally
acceptable deployment method for wireless sensor network.
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Figure 3.4 Memory Usage

In this above Figure 3.4 shows the projection based
method is consuming less memory to store data. Hence this
method gives efficient result compare to other three discussed
methods.
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Abstract - Energy is one of the main network resources that is
used in mobile devices. We proposed an energy efficient routing
techniques called reliable minimum energy cost routing (RMECR)
and comparing with reliable minimum energy routing (RMER)
which are used by the nodes in the most efficient manner. RMER
and RMECR works on the basis of balancing the energy of the
nodes so that the nodes with maximum energy can do the work
and the nodes with less than certain threshold energy required to
do a certain amount of work will not do any work. Thereby we try
to raise the network reliability and lifetime of communication in a
network of mobile devices. The proposed RMECR protocol is also
used to decrease the cost of communication in a wireless
networking environment.

is one of the main mechanisms possible to decrease the cost of
communication in wireless networking environment as there are
no secured connections between nodes.
The energy efficient routing technique such as RMER
(Reliable Minimum Energy Routing) and RMECR (Reliable
Minimum Energy Cost Routing) uses energy efficient paths to
propagate through the nodes. It is basically based on the idea of
Providing authenticated of links by reducing retransmission. For
an instance, De Couto et al. [1] Introduced the represented of
expected transmission count (ETX) this is to find secure routes
that consist of paths requiring less number of re-transmissions
for lost packet recovery.

Keywords - RMECR protocol; wireless network; mobile devices;
reliability; prolonged lifetime

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK
Energy is an important resource of all wireless sensor nodes
in a network. Without the residual energy sensor nodes in WSN
switch to off state and stops their working irrespective of the
ongoing process, it is used in a proper way to accomplish tasks
efficiently in every node in WSN. Hence, using a RMER
protocol was proposed by Javad, Venkatesha and Ignas for
Energy efficient routing in Wireless Ad-Hoc Network [1].

Wireless sensor network generally consists of spatially
distributed autonomous wireless devices which consist of
sensors to monitor physical and environmental conditions.
Wireless devices are usually mobile devices as they can
communicate easily while moving from one place to another.
These mobile devices are vastly used in various important
For efficient communication the distance information of
applications such as military applications, agriculture, fire
every node is captured in a Neighbor table and it is very helpful
detection etc.
during multipath and long range communication network fields
Every mobile node in a network is associated with a certain [10][6]. For fast access between sender and receiver node
amount of energy. These energy depends on capacity of the communication can achieved by using efficient routing
battery that is correlate with every node. Each mobile node in implementation among the sender and receiver [2][4]. Dijkstra’s
the wireless network environment will do some work in algorithm, it exhibits shortest path communication among the
transferring the information form source to destination node multi paths in network topology adds an extra fast mechanism
thereby loses some bulk of energy. The remaining for transmission [6]. Packet transmission is crucial point where
energy(power) of the nodes wises do some work in the the attackers can hack the network and grab the data information
network environment is called as residual energy. This residual easily so security takes major role in packet transmission [5]
energy is very essential factor to every mobile node in the .The data is modified because it cannot understand if it is took
wireless environment because it gives how much more work a by the attackers in the communication path between the sender
mobile node can do.
and receiver that is possible only when the good encryption
As use of WSNs are increasing day by day providing techniques are adopted in our project otherwise there is a
reliability in transmission is also becoming an important factor. possibility of varies types of attacks[14] [15] in the network
One such routing that can provide reliability to mobile devices communication, hence encryption plays a major role on sender
are energy effectual routing techniques. Energy efficient routing side after that decryption happens on the receiver side in a usual
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manner, hence every data is necessary to be encrypt when it the message is transferred with reduced cost and efficiently
passes once from the sender side.
depending on energy of nodes. This type of routing thereby
increases reliability of all node increases and thereby raise the
Using a proper energy efficient routing and packet network lifetime of these mobile devices operating on the
encryption techniques enhances the network life in Wireless network.
sensor network [1][2] [3][4]. Our work is based on all these
studies we did from various papers and web references and all
The system model of our research work is depicted in the
these theories and algorithms proposed on energy efficient Fig. 3.1. This model has been simulated in an event driven
routing protocols and the factors needed to achieve these factors. network simulator NS2. The results are drawn with the trace file
and are validated with different source and destination.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Simple Energy Efficient Model
Here we mainly use protocol called as RMECR protocol for
routing. This RMECR is an energy efficient protocol and is
aware of energy of all node in the network. Studies clear that
RMECR is able to find energy-efficient and secure routes
similar to RMER, while also continuous the operational lifetime
of the network. Here we consider some number of nodes in a
wireless network within certain range calculated using the
formula
....................... (i)
After this all the nodes within the range will calculate its
neighbor nodes and stores this information in a table called as
neighbor table. The nodes use this data to send the data to the
suitable neighbors. As every node is associated with same
amount of energy and using we associate every node with
certain amount of cost value using Dijkstras algorithm.
Usually to send the information the destination node gives
the sender node the shortest path possible to reach the
destination. The problem with this technique is that the shortest
path nodes may not have sufficient energy to receive and
transfer information so we use energy efficient routing, which
takes into consideration the bulk of energy remaining in each
node.
In this type of routing before sending data to the nodes it
takes into consideration the bulk of energy remaining on every
node called as residual energy.
Before sending the information the nodes always consider
the bulk of energy remaining in every node, if and only if the
nodes have sufficient energy to transfer the information to other
nodes, if the path has node which doesn’t have sufficient energy
to relay the packets then it finds an intermediate path
immediately and sends the information through this path. This
may take a longer path, but efficiency increases as there is very
less amount of risk of break in the communication due to less
energy of nodes.
Like this an efficient routing reduces the cost of
communication as this routing also calculate in the cost of
nodes. So cost of communication also increases with the
prolonged network lifetime and reliability of nodes in the work.
Suitable techniques such as RSA are also used for encryption
and decryption of the message that is to be transferred. Like this
Volume: 02, Issue: 04, April 2017
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Figure 3.1. Showing the graphical representation of overall energy routing
process.

B. Energy Efficient Algorithm
Start
1.Create requere number
2.Initialize all nodes.

of

nodes.

3.Calculate distance between nodes.
4.Create neighboring table
If node distance < (certain limit) then
Ignore node
Else then
Include node for communication
5.Apply Dijkstras algorithm. Find shortest path.
6.Check the energy of all node
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If energy of each node< (certain limit) then
Ignore that node from the path

increases drastically by using energy efficient routing as there
are no break in the path and no need for retransmission of
packets.
In comparative table (Table 1) gives performance ratio on
different value of factors in WSN by analyzing this we
understand the environment and decide the enhancement on
energy efficient routing.

Else then
Choose that node for the routing path
7.Start sending packets.
8.Encryption at the sender side.
9.Transmission in a efficient way.
10.Decryption at the receiver side.
End
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
The energy efficient routing protocol increases throughput,
packet delivery ratio, decreases end to end delay when observe
to other routing protocols.
The results of our research work are as shown below and is
plotted using GNUPLOT.

Figure 4.2. Packet Delivery Ratio of mobile devices using RMECR
protocol.

Figure 4.1. Showing end to end delay in energy efficient routing in the
network

As seen in the above (Fig 4.1.) end to end delay increases when
the network is increases size that is as overhead increases end to
end delay also increases but end to end delay is less compared to
other routing. Energy efficient routing was increase the Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR)(Fig 4.2). The number of packets received
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The above Fig 4.3 shows packet delivery ratio is almost tending using RMECR protocol (Fig 4.3). Throughput is very important
to unity but as the packet size increases PDR decreases factor in case of WSN. If the throughput is good only when we
somewhat as shown in the GNUPLOT. Throughput increases by can get efficient communication.
TABLE 1: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE

V. CONCLUSION
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